CAP Development Timeline

February
• Subcommittees Formed

July-August
• Strategies and Recommendations Developed

September - October
• Strategies and Recommendations Revised
• Draft components of CAP

November
• Full Draft CAP Reviewed by Council

December
• CAP Adopted by Council, focus on 2025 requirements

On-Going Efforts
• Receive and incorporate public input on implementation
• Update CAP to address 2030 and 2050 requirements
• Engage Legislature

Framing the Issues
Plan Developed

Framing the Issues
Analysis of Initial Strategies and Recs

Synthesizing and Incorporating Feedback

Discussion of CAP
Public Engagement

Discuss the CAP

Review GHG Emissions Inventory

Final Technical Reports

Complete Monitoring and Assessment Framework

Final Economic Modeling

All meetings have public comment; web comment form live; subcommittees have diverse membership
Transportation Task Leads

List task Leads here:

•

•

Developed with input from:

List those that helped task lead develop pathways and strategies:

•

•
Process

List out brief summery of process here. Some things to consider:

1. Participation
2. Public engagement
3. Meetings
4. Public comment
5. Workshop
6. Presentation
The term “Just Transitions” is a way of framing for government and business action on climate change. Its work encompasses both public policies and business action to deal with the impacts of industry transition away from greenhouse gas emissions for jobs and livelihoods (the transition "out") and aims to generate the low or zero greenhouse gas emission jobs and livelihoods of a sustainable society (the transition "in"). Guiding Principles for a Just Transition, June 2021
Guiding Principles for a Just Transition

- Inclusive, Transparent & Innovative Engagement
- Accountable & Restorative
- Moving at the Speed of Trust
- Solidarity
- The Most Impacted First
- Supports Workers, Families & Communities
Climate Action Plan recommendations must speak to key criteria:

- Mitigation Strategies (emissions reduction)
- Sequestration Strategies
- Resilience and Adaptation Strategies

Short term priorities

Long term priorities

Co-Benefits

Justice and Equity

Feasibility

Cost Effectiveness

Progress towards the GWSA reduction requirements

Progress towards the GWSA reduction requirements
Transportation Task Focus

- **List focus of task here:**

  *Keep bullets short (a few works or short content titles)*

  *Can frame focus using the CAP outline*

  Use [EAN 2021 pathways graphics](#)
Modeling/Data Timeline and Needs

- Use this slide to share any data, modeling, or graphics on the sector or focus of the task that frame up the need for action and the strategies that will be presented.

- Sharing graphs, charts, or graphics are preferred to bulleted text.
High level vision/goal/reduction targets mandated by the GWSA
List out pathways here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Pathway #1 ______

List strategy here

- List key strategies needed to work towards pathway
- 
- Use this box to include a key quotes, data point, etc. that help to frame up the detailed pathway and strategy text on the slide. Ensure quotes, data points, etc. are cited.
Pathway #2

List strategy here

• List key strategies needed to work towards pathway
  •
  •

Use this box to include a key quotes, data point, etc. that help to frame up the detailed pathway and strategy text on the slide. Ensure quotes, data points, etc. are cited.
Pathway #3

List strategy here

• List key strategies needed to work towards pathway

Use this box to include a key quotes, data point, etc. that help to frame up the detailed pathway and strategy text on the slide. Ensure quotes, data points, etc. are cited.
Pathway #4

List strategy here

• List key strategies needed to work towards pathway
• 
• 

Use this box to include a key quotes, data point, etc. that help to frame up the detailed pathway and strategy text on the slide. Ensure quotes, data points, etc. are cited.
Pathway #5

List strategy here

- List key strategies needed to work towards pathway

Use this box to include a key quotes, data point, etc. that help to frame up the detailed pathway and strategy text on the slide. Ensure quotes, data points, etc. are cited.